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4 4 

Solvablee model 

Thee most general version of the spin boson model is intractable analytically. There 
aree many different approximations to solve the dynamics defined in Eqs. (3.1-3.4), 
seee e.g. [L +87. HG98]. Our approach consists in making all approximations in the 
definitionn of the model. Then we end up having a model with restricted validity, 
which,, however, has an exact solution under the constraints imposed. This way we 
havee a better control on the approximations we perform. That is very important for 
ourr purposes as it will be described later 4.4.1. 

4.11 The model 

Inn this section we will describe the precise version we take from the generic spin-
bosonn model and its motivation. In the following sections, we will show how to get 
throughh the analytic details to find the dynamics. As before, and in general for open 
systemss we start from Eq. (3.1). The two level system (spin ^) is described by the 
Hamilton!!  an: 

HsHs = ~az- e = fta (4.1) 

soo a spin system with energy levels . This basically represents a spin under the 
actionn of a constant magnetic field where we take the direction of the magnetic field 
ass the z direction. 

Thee spin interacts with a thermal bath which is a set of harmonic oscillators as 
beforee in Eq. (3.3). Later on, the thermodynamic limit for the bath wrill be taken. 

Thee next important point is to specify the interaction between the spin and the 
bath.. In general, we should use Eq. (3.4) since the bath perturbs/damps the spin in 
alll  directions. In this respect, for two-level systems, one distinguishes three types of 
relaxationn processes and the corresponding time scales: 

i)i)  T2-time scale, related to the relaxation of the average transversal components 
(aj.)(aj.) and (<7y) of the spin (decoherenee). Note that the very notion of the 
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transversall  components is defined by the form (4.1) of the spin Hamiltonian. 

it)it)  Tj-time scale, related to the relaxation of (CTZ). 

I tt is customary to have situations, where 

^ « T , .. (4.2) 

thee main physical reason being that the transversal components are not directly 
relatedd to the energy of the spin and their decay is not directly connected with 
energyy exchange between the spin and the bath. 

Ourr basic assumption on the relaxation times is (4.2). Moreover, to facilitate 
thee solution of the model we wil l disregard T\ t ime as being very large, thereby 
restr ict ingg the t imes of our interest to those much shorter than T\. The interaction 
Hamiltoniann is thus chosen such that it induces only transversal relaxation: 

HiHi  = Z. X = ^gk(al + f,k). (4.3) 

k k 

wheree gk are the coupling constants to be specified later, and where A' is the collective 
coordinatee operator of the bath. 

 A third relaxation t ime 7 *̂  has a completely different origin. I t only appears 
whenn dealing with an ensemble of non-interacting spins each having Hamilto-
niann (4.1) with a randomly distributed energy e (dephasing). This randomness 
cann be caused by inhomogeneons fields contributing into energy c. or by action 
off  environment, e.g.. chemical shifts for nuclear spins or effective g-factors for 
electronicc spins in a quantum dot. Due to this dispersion in E. different spins 
wil ll  precess at different speed causing a relaxation in the transversal compo-
nentss of the collective magnetization, i.e. the average of (a) over the whole 
ensemble.. If the distr ibut ion of e is sufficiently wide, the relaxation X>* is 
directlyy related to its dispersion. 

Ass a start ing point we wil l consider situations where 7^ is infinity , i.e. we 
considerr only one spin or identical copies of one spin. In sections 5.4 and 6.2 we 
wil ll  consider work extract ion and spin cooling respectively in the case of arbitrary 
short.. T2* . In order to cancel the effect of this relaxation we wil l use the spin-echo 
techniquee [Hah50]. bringing qualitatively the same results as with only one spin. 
Thee effect, however, is reduced quantitatively. 

Thee model up to now described has been considered in l i terature [LucOO. Unr95. 
PSE96.. VL98, SL04] to study decoherence. This model describes pure decoherence. 
noo damping is considered, since  decay but {az) does not. In order to study 
workk extraction and spin cooling we need to use external fields to per turb the system. 
Thesee external fields wil l be in the form of pulses in order to keep the model ana-
lyticall yy solvable. The approximations needed and the formalism tised is described 
inn section 4.2. 
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4.1.11 Heisenberg equations and their exact solution 

Thee Heisenberg equations for the operators az(t) and ak(t) read from Eqs. (3.1. 3.3. 
4.1,, 4.3): 

aazz=Q.=Q. az{t)=a z(Q). (4.4) ) 

afcc = j[H,ak]  = -/^fcófc - -fjk^z 

Eqs.. (4.4. 4.5) are solved as 

fJk<?Z fJk<?Z 

andd then 

e e 

aakk(t)(t) = e-^&kiO) + ^ (e-iUkt - l) 

x(t)x(t) = m-a2G(t). 

iTJ^^  ^>k 

(4.5) ) 

(4.6) ) 

(4.7) ) 

'A.i 'A.i 

quantifiess the reaction of the spin on the collective operator of the bath, and where 
wee denoted 

lit)lit)  = £ > [ a l ( 0 )P^ +ak(0)e-'^}. A.9) A.9) 

forr the quantum noise operator 1. Recalling the s tandard relations 

 — crx ^ziay. [az.  =  az  — (4.10) ) 

andd using (4.7) and  — 0 since they belong to different Hilbert 
spaces.—— one derives 

14.11) ) 

(4.12) ) 

(4.13) ) 

:4.14) ) 

 = J T [ # ; ] =  (n + X)<r+ = i  fi(t) - G(t)) a . 

Thesee equations are solved as: 

aa {t){t)  = exp [  mt - iGi{t)} . 

n (^ ( ).^)== Texp 

Jo o 

/ . . 
 / dsrJis) 

A A F(t)=F(t)=  J dsG(s) =
k k 

s'mjjkt s'mjjkt 

'Not ee that the commutator of the quantum noise is a c-numbnr: [ f)(i) , r/(.s)] = 
-1i-1i £A . g\ sinwfc(f - s) = -2ihC(t - s). 
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wheree T stands for the time-ordering operator. 
Itt is also useful for later to consider the Heisenberg time evolution of the f l

operator: : 

ccim/him/hUU (t(tll.t.t22)e-'')e-''HtHt//hh i + t.t2 + t)exV zX(tl.t2.t)} (4.15) 

where1 1 

\(t\(tll.t-.t-22.f).f) = F(t2) - F ( r i ) + F ( f , +t)-F(t2+t). (4.16) 

wit hh F(t) defined in Eq. (4.14). 

4.1.22 Factorized initial conditions 

Wee assume that initially , at the moment / = 0. the bath and the spin were in the 
followingg factorized state: 

/;(())) = />s(0) Z pB{0) = ^ S { 0 ) 
- J W R R 

tr< < -J-J Hi 
'4.17 7 

wheree ps{0) is the initial density matrix of the spin, and where the bath is initiall y 
att equil ibrium with temperature T = 1/J. 

Factorizedd initial conditions are adequate when the spin was prepared indepen-
dent lyy from the equilibrium bath and then is brought in contact to the bath at the 
initiall  t ime 2. For example, injection of an electronic spin into a quantum dot. or 
creat ionn of an excitou by external radiation. Yet another situation where factorized 
initiall  conditions are adequate is selective measurement of az by an external appa-
ratus.. In this case />s(0) is an eigenstate of az upon which the selection was done. 
Xon-factorizedd initial states are commented upon below, in section 4.1.3. 

Thee equilibrium relation 

;1h ;1h Wfr r 
(«L(0)«fc(0)) + af c (0)a{ , (ü))=coth 

impliess that the quantum noise is stationary Gaussian operator with 

W))W)) = o. 
andd with the following t ime-ordered correlation function: 

KKTT(t-t')(t-t') = (T[v(t),)(t')}) fi = 

£.< < coth h COSCJ*(**  - t') - /sgn {t - t')smujk{t - t'] 

(4.18) ) 

(4.191 1 

(4.20) ) 

2I tt is useful to note that this process of bringing spin in contact to the bath need by itself not 
bee connected with any fundamental energy cost. Imagine, fo example, a sudden switching of the 
interactionn Hamiltonian fi\ = \Xcr-. Since in the equilibrium state of the bath (X) = 0, the work 
donee for the realization of this switching is zero. 

file:///Xcr
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wheree the average iss taken over the initial state (-4.17). It can be written as 

KKTT{t){t)  = K(t)-iG(t). 'A.2V 'A.2V 

where e 

K(tK(t -1') = ttAV(t - t ' ) = - W W ) + n(t')f)(t)} 

== Yl gicoth ( '~YL ) COSu^-( f - f ' ) -
(4.221 1 

iss the symmetrized correlation function. 
Sincee f)(t) is a gaussian random operator, one can use Wick's theorem for de-

composingg higher-order products: Any correlation of an odd number of -f/'s vanishes. 
AA correlation of an even number of /y's is equal to the sum of products of pair 
correlations,, the sum being taken over all pairings. For example: 

(TrJitjmMtsW*))(TrJitjmMtsW*)) = (TfjMfJteMTffamu)) 

++  ( r ^ i ) / ) ( f 3 ) > ( T ^ 2 ) / ) ( ^ ) > + < T r X M ^ 4 ) } < T ^ 2 ) r X ' 3 ) } . 

Notee that the similar Wick-decomposition of (Tr)(ti)...ij(t,2k)) wil l be a sum of (2A1 — 
1)!!!  - (2J fc - l ) (2 fe-3) . . .3 terms. 

Duee to the factorized structure (4.17) of the initial state, the common averages 
off  i) and various spin operators can be taken independently. For example, averaging 
Eq.. (4.12) and using Wick's theorem together with A !̂2̂ ' (2k - 1)!! = (2A*)! one gets: 

 =e -iGl{t) ) ) =c -^t){a {[))).  (4.23) 

wheree for t2 > t\: 

andd where 

( -1) ) 
Jtt  rt: 

d.s1. . .d.v2,(T[f /(,s1). . . / /(^-)]) ) 

d.Sii  d.S'2 AV(.s'i - 52 exp p 

e x p K ^ - MM + ' G i ^ - f i ) ] -

mm = 
tt  rt rt 

d.S]]  d,s2 K(s\ - s2) = I d.s dsds22K(sK(s22] ] 14.24) ) 

Ass seen from (4.23), £(/) characterizes the decay of  due to the interaction 
withh the bath. 
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4.1.33 Correlated initial conditions 

Forr sonic applications it is more sensible1 to use the correlated initial conditions for 
thee spin and the bath: 

p(0)) = | c x p [ - Js i / s - l^HB] ZZ = t rc .izH^-.H.H\-tH, .izH^-.H.H\-tH, '4.25: : 

wheree .is is the inverse temperature of the spin and i is that of the bath. The 
tempera turee of the spin is defined by Eq. (4.27) below or analogously by 

(cr(crzz)) = — tanh 
.*. . 

'4.2C) ) 

Th iss difference between the temperature of the bath and that of the spin wil l be used 
ass an initial out of equilibrium situation for the work extraction in chapter 5. For 
coolingg purposes, chapter 6. this is not needed and both temperatures can initiall y 
bee the same. 

Thiss initial condition with Js*  / i can be generated from the overall equilibrium 
equal- temperaturee state of the spin and the bath via cooling or heating the bath by 
nieanss of some superbath. During this process <T~ is conserved, and the bath relaxes 
too its new temperature under an "external held"  generated by the interaction 
Hamil toniann H\ with az = . More1 details of this procedure are given in Appendix 
4.A. . 

Inn the thermodynamica! limi t for the bath the correlated initial condition (4.25) 
iss equivalent to the factorized condition (4.17) with 

^s(O) ) .uu. .uu. 
,-JsHi ,-JsHi t l f f 

;4.27) ) 

thatt is. when start ing from the factorized initial condition (4.17. 4.27). the dynamics 
off  the system builds up a correlated s ta te which at t imes t much longer than the 
responsee time of the bath, t ^> 1/F. is equivalent to (4.25). By saying equivalent we 
meann that the initial condit ions (4.17. 4.27) and (4.25) produce the same values for 
spinn observables and for collective observables of the bath (i.e.. the ones involving 
summat ionn over all bath oscillators). 

AA formal reason for this can be seen as follows. One can write the full Hamiltonian 
HH defined in (3.1) as 

i // = $ > <** I «A- + -7T— E E M M 
4^'A --

:4.28) ) 

andd diagonalize it via a unitary operator: 

UU = exp E E fJkVzf.j fJkVzf.j 
Ok Ok 

'-^k '-^k 
UiiUii kkU^ U^ (>k(>k -

llk<Jz llk<Jz 

^k ^k 
ÜCT.IJÏÜCT.IJÏ = f4.291 1 
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Thuss the operators 

hh = ak + ^ , [bk,bl\=Skl (4.30) 

aree distributed - over the initial state (4.25) - independently of the operators of 
spin.. Moreover, as follows from (4.28, 4.25), the operators bk have on the state 
(4.25)) exactly the same statistics (i.e., the same correlators) as the corresponding 
operatorss ak on the factorized state (4.17). 

Noww note that for the initial condition (4.25), az(0) and the quantum noise 
operatorr fj(t) are in general not independent variables, in contrast to the case of 
thee factorized initial condition (4.17, 4.27). However, for t ^> 1/T they do become 
independent: : 

m=ftb(t)m=ftb(t) + az{G{t)-G), fjb(t) = ^ ^ K ( 0 ) e ^ É +Sfc(0)e-iWfct ] , (4.31) 
k k 

where e 

iss the limit of G(t) for t 3> 1/T. Taking the latter limit in (4.31), one sees that 
fj(t)fj(t)  becomes equal to f)b{t) and thus independent of az. Recalling that fjb(t) has in 
thee state (4.25) the same statistics as fj(t) in the factorized state (4.17), finishes the 
argument. . 

Notee that the thermodynamical limit for the bath is essential for this conclusion. 
Otherwise,, G(t) wil l be a finite sum of cosines, and will not converge to G. 

Inn the following we will use the factorized initial condition Eq. (4.17) since it is 
technicallyy simpler. The time limi t t —> oo will be taken before any perturbation acts 
onn the system to ensure the equivalence with correlated initial conditions Eq. (4.25). 
Thiss is the so-called ergodic limit . In a more general model, the one considering 7i, 
thiss limit is in fact t > 1/r and t <C T\ 

4.22 Pulsed Dynamics 

Thee external fields acting on the spin are described by a time-dependent Hamiltonian 

HH¥¥{t){t)  = \ Y. hk(t)*k, (4.33) 
k=x,y.z k=x,y.z 

withh magnitudes hk(t), which is to be added to H defined in (3.1) such that the 
overalll  Hamiltonian is time-dependent: 

H{t)H{t)  = H + HF(t). (4.34) ) 
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Eq.. (4.33) represents the most general external field acting on the spin. We shall 
concentratee on pulsed regime of external fields which is well known in NMR and ESR 
physicss [Sie71. SliOO. EBW87. AG82. Abr61. SS66. Hah50. Wau92]. For example, it 
wass used to describe spin-echo phenomena [Hah50. Wau92] or processes of switching 
offf  undesired interactions, such as those causing decoherence [Sli90. EBW87. VL98. 
SL04]. . 

AA pulse of duration 6 is defined by sudden switching on the external fields at some 
timee t > 0. and then suddenly switching them off at time t + d. It is well-known 
thatt during a sudden switching the density matrix does not change [LL87], while the 
Hamiltoniann gets a finite change. Let us for the moment keep arbitrary the concrete 
formm of external fields in the interval (t. t + d). The Schrödinger evolution operator 
off  the spin+bath from time zero til l some time t + r, r > S. reads: 

Texp p 
t+T t+T 

dsH(s) dsH(s) 

i(t+T-t-ö)H/h i(t+T-t-ö)H/h Texp p 
fiJt fiJt 

t+8 t+8 
dsH( dsH( -itHih -itHih 

==  e-irH/h (j {t) e-UH/h^ 

(4.35) ) 

(4.36) ) 

Thee LHS of Eq. (4.35) contains the full time-dependent Schrödinger-representation 
Hamiltoniann H(s). while in the RHS of this equation we took into account that the 
actuall  time-dependence is present only between t and t + 6. The terms e~

ltH/h and 

ee—i{t+T-t-ö)H/h—i{t+T-t-ö)H/h st ianci for the free (unpulsed) evolution in time-intervals {O.t) and 
(t(t + ö. t + r ). respectively. In Eq. (4.36) we denoted 

Üp(t)Üp(t) = elSff/hTexp 

== T exp 

== Texp 

hjhjt t 

t+6 t+6 
dsH(s) dsH(s) 

hJt hJt 

t+ö t+ö 

hJo hJo 

dse^-W^HAs)^-^'* dse^-W^HAs)^-^'* 

dsedseisÈ/hisÈ/hHv(sHv(s + t)e.-isÊ/l 

(4.37) ) 

(4.38) ) 

(4.39) ) 

forr the pulse evolution operator. The transition from (4.37) to (4.38) can be made by 
recallingg H(t) = H + Hp(t) and then by noting that the expressions in these equa-
tionss satisfy the same first-order differential equation in S with the same boundary 
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conditionn at Ö = 0. implying that they coincide: 

-t+s -t+s 

do do kJt kJt 
dsH(s) dsH(s) 

==  L(H- el6Hlh H{t + 6) e-
i6"'h ) elSÈ/h T exp 

== _ ' ^/^HF{t + 6) e~iSfl/h eiS"'h Texp 
h h kJt kJt 

i i 

~hJt ~hJt 

t+s t+s 

t+s t+s 
dsH(s) dsH(s) (4.40) ) 

dsH(s) dsH(s) 

dd ^ 

dsdsTcxp Tcxp dsedselsfl/hlsfl/hHHFF(s(s + t)e"lsfl/h 

-- -eiS" /h HF(t + 6) eri6fl/hTexp 
h h 

jj  / dsel^/nHF(s + t)e—f{/h 

(4.4i; ; 

Wee focus on pulses so short that the influence of the spin Hamiltonian M1az/2 
andd the interaction Hamiltonian H\ can be neglected during the interval 5, that is, 
inn a Taylor-expansion we may keep only the leading term. 

eeisH/hisH/h £p ( s + f) e-isfl/h =  HF(s + f)+
l_l [ ^ ^F ( - S. + f )] + _ 

HHFF(s(s + t) + 
IS IS hSl hSl 

azaz + Hi.Hris + t) ++ ... 
^H^HFF{s{s + t). 

forr 0 < s < Ö. Thus, for the pulse evolution operator one gets 

UUPP(t)(t) = Texp 
hJo hJo 

dsHdsHFF(s(s + t) 

(4.42; ; 

(4.43) ) 

Thee generalization of the evolution operator (4.30) to an arbitrary number of short 
pulsess is straightforward. 

Notee that in obtaining (4.43) we do not require that the bath Hamiltonian HB 
duringg the pulse is neglected. Since the external fields are acting on the spin only, 
thee influence of the bath Hamiltonian disappears automatically from c'*Hfh HF(s + 
t)t) Q~ISHlh once the interaction Hamiltonian H\ has been neglected. 

Recallingg the orders of magnitude Ml and -/T of the spin energy and the inter-
actionn energy, respectively, in particular, recall Eq. (4.7), hG — h j0 du>J(uj)/uj 
andd Eq. (4.55).— one gets the following qualitative criteria for the validity of the 
shortt pulsing regime 

S<^mm(n-S<^mm(n-[[ .. [~T}-V (4.44; ; 

Ass should be, for very small 7 and a fixed I\ the second restriction on S is weaker 
thann the first one. More quantitative conditions for the validity of the pulsed regime 
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weree studied recently in the context of decoherence suppression bv external pulses 
[SL04]. . 

Too deal with the pulsed dynamics in the Heisenberg representation, one intro-
ducess the following superoperators: 

SSff A = c'ht/h Ae-,Ht/h. (4.4.5) 

VVttAA = Ül(t)AÜp(t) (4.40) 

Thenn the Heisenberg evolution of an operator .4 corresponding to Eqs. (4.30. 4.43) 
reads s 

A(tA(t + r) = £tVt£TA. (4.47) 

4.2.11 Parametr izat ion of pulses 

Ass seen from (4.33, 4.40), any pulse corresponds to the most general unitary oper-
at ionn in the Hilbert space of the spin, which would correspond to a rotation in the 
classicall  language since SU(2 )=0(3 ). It turns out to be convenient to parametrize 
pulsess as: 

''JJvvaa = <J ' °ae /_, r<i-ba>>-  a =  (4.48) 

Forr more detailed applications we wil l need the explicit for of cl6Hp/fl as a 2 x 
22 un i ta ry matr ix whose determinant can be taken equal to unity without loss of 
general i ty: : 

JöHy/r,JöHy/r, = ( c-iocwi) -c-^ami) \ 

vhe e 

00 < o. r < 2TT. ( ) < ( > < - . (4.50) 

4.33 Setup of pulsing 

 The spin and the bath are prepared in the state (4.17). with the initial s tate 
off  the spin having the definite temperature T$ as given by (4.27). Thus, for 
thee initial average populat ion difference one has: 

(a(azz)) — — tanh 
2 2 

<< 0. (4.5b 

Onee w^aits for a time t which for the present model with the Hamiltonian 
(3.1)) can be arbitrari ly large, but in reality should be much smaller than the 
T\T\ t ime-scale. This waiting is done for ensuring the robustness of the setup. 
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Forr our purposes it will suffice to take t » 1/T. this imposes T] > 1/r. a 
restrictionn much weaker than the ones already discussed— to the applicability 
off  the model and then the setup does not depend on details of the initial 
preparation,, since the initial conditions (4.17) and (4.25) are equivalent, see 
sectionn 4.1.3. 

 We shall restrict ourselves with two-pulse or three-pulse setup. In the first 
casee the pulses 

VVtt=Vu=Vu Vt+T=V2. (4.52) 

aree applied at times t and t + r. respectively. 

Inn the second case the pulses 

VVtt = Vu Vt+r, = ?2, Pt+n+T* = Vz, (4.53) 

aree applied at times t. t -\- T\ and t + T\ + r2. respectively. 

4.44 Realizations of the model 

Oncee the model with all its ingredients has been defined, we discuss some of its 
realizationss and provide some numbers. A two-level system coupled to a thermal 
bathh is a standard model for practically all fields where quantum systems are studied: 
NMR,, ESR, quantum optics, spintronics, Josephson junctions, etc. Two particular 
conditionss are however necessary to apply this model: the condition T\ » T2 on 
thee characteristic relaxation times and availability of sufficiently strong pulses. On 
thee other hand, we can admit rather short times T2*, since this timescale can be 
overcomee with the spin-echo technique. 

Heree are experimentally realized examples of two-level systems, which have suf-
ficientlyficiently long T2 times, satisfy to T\ » T2. e.g. T\ exceeds T2 by several orders of 
magnitude,, and admit strong pulses of external fields. For atoms in optical traps, 
wheree T2 ~ Is, l / r ~ 10~8s, there are efficient methods for creating non-equilibrium 
initiall  states and for manipulating atoms by external laser pulses [CZ95]. For an 
electronicc spin injected or optically excited in a semiconductor. T2 ~ 1 /xs [KAOO], 
andd for an exciton created in a quantum dot T2 ~ 10_9s [B+98]; in both situations 
1/TT ~ 10- 9 — 10_13s. and femtosecond (10_I5s) laser pulses are available. In the 
casee of NMR physics T2 ~ 10~6 — 103s. 1/F ~ 1 /xs. and the duration of pulses can 
varyy between lps and 1/xs [Sli90. EBW87. A+03]. 

Inn all above examples the response time 1/T of the bath is much shorter than 
thee internal time 1/Q of the spin. Sometimes it is argued that such a separation 
iss related to the large size of the bath and is something generic by itself. This is 
clearlyy incorrect, since as seen from the derivation in section 4.1. the dimensionless 
parameterr Q/T has to do with the bath-spin interaction, rather than with the size 
off  the bath. Moreover, several examples of the interaction of the spin with the bath 
aree known and were analyzed both experimentally and theoretically, where Q/F ~ 1. 
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Forr example. Ref. [DSDA77] focussen on relaxation of unclear spins with hyperfine 
frequenciess Q ~ 700 MHz. T2 < 90 MHz. and the ratio il/Y may vary between 10 
andd 0.1. 

Anotherr important parameter that characterizes our setup is the initial polar-
izationn \(<T-)\ of the spin. It is known in XM R and ESR physics that the response1 

off  magnetic atoms (nucleus) to external dc magnetic field is best characterized by 
tli ee ' " ^ " / j — ratio, which for electronic magnetic moments can reach few MHZ per 
gausss of applied magnetic field, while for nuclear magnetic moments it is 2̂  2 x 10:} 

t imess smaller due to the difference1 between atomic and nuclear Bohr magnetons. 
Forr example, one has f r t ' ( f

1." | ' j 'cy = 4.2 kHz/gauss for a single proton. 

4.4.11 Why do we insist on the exact solvability of the model 

Thee model as stated above that k with the Hainiltoiiian presented in chapter 
3.. Eq.(3.1) together with Eq.{4.34) is exactly solvable for all temperatures and 
alll  bath-spin coupling constants. It is useful at this point to recall for the reader 
whatt are1 the specific ïvasons to insist on this feature1. The model with interaction 
Hamiltoniaiii  Eq.(3.4) is a part icular case1 of a more geme'ial spin-be)son model, whe're1 

thee influene'e of the' T]-time> is retained either via an additional te-rm x bT in the 
Hamiltoniaiii  of the spin. e)r via an adelitional cempling in the interaction Haniil-
ton ian.. This model is in general not solvable, and. what is worse1, there are no 
realiable11 approximate methods which apply for a fixed (may be wevik) coupling to 
thee bath and all tempeTatures including- very low ernes. The stanelard weak cou-
plingg theMjrie's —both markovian leading to well-knenvn Bloch equatiems. and non-
marken-iann ones are1 satisfactory only for sufficiently high temperatures, while at 
low-tempe'raturess weak-coupling series are' singular, and different methods of their 
resunmiat ionn produce different results. This situation Incomes even ine>re problem-
aticc under driving by e>xt<Tiial fields. The e>bjects stuelieel by us such as work, the 
energyy of the spin can be rather fragile1 to various not very welbe'emtnjlled approx-
imat ions.. since1 there1 is a general limitatiem governing their behaviejr: Thomson's 
formulationn of the secemd law. It is derived from the1 hist principles e>f quantum me1-
ehaiiiess [Thi83. BK77. BK79. Bas78. PW78. Len78. AX02] and has to be respected 
inn any part icular moelel. 

4.55 The spectral density 

Thee e-ejupling with the1 bath can be parametrized via the spectral density J{u>): 

JU)JU) = ^ e / ^ V - ^ A . ) . (4.54) 
k k 

Inn the1 thermoeiynamie-al limi t the number of bath oscillators goes to infinity , 
anell  J(io) becomes a, smooth function, whose form is elete^mineel by the1 underlying 
physicss e)f the system-bath interaction. 
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4.5.11 Ohmic spectrum of the bath 

Wee shall be mainly working with the ohmic spectrum: 

f4.55: : 

wheree 7 is a dimensionless coupling constant, and where T is the maximal character-
isticc frequency of the bath's response. This spectrum and its relevance for describing 
openn quantum systems was extensively discussed in literature; see. e.g. [L+87]. 

Quantumm noise correlation function and decay times 

Thee correlation function of the quantum noise in the ohmic case, using Eqs.(4.22, 
4.54,, 4.55), is given by : 

K(t)K(t) = / da; J{UJ) coth 
hjj hjj 

-'i. -'i. du-'u;; coth 

2T 2T 
fajj fajj 

2T 2T 

COSS u!t 

/r/r COSujt. 

(4.56) ) 

(4.571 1 

Recalll  that the decay factor £(t) is related to K{t) via Eq. (4.24): £(t) = K(t). 
Propertiess of these functions are worked out in Appendix 4.B. In particular, for £(t) 
onee gets from Eqs. (4.B.13. 4.B.14) the following explicit expression: 

mm = 1 In 
r 2 ( ll  + ^ ) y/l + TW 

;4.58) ) 

wheree T is Euler's Gamma function. It is seen that the temperature enters via the 
dimensionlesss parameter T/(frT). 

Lett us now determine the behavior of this quantity for low and large tempera-
tures.. Using Eq. (4.B.7) one obtains for hT/T >̂ 1 (low temperatures): 

?(()=->  In 
ITIT t V hd 

++   ̂ in [1 + T2t2] 

Thiss implies two regimes of decay: power-law and exponential. 

tt > kd : ((-W)-W)=€=€.-t/T^.-t/T^  j 

(4.59) ) 

(4.60) ) 

(4.61) ) 

Forr hT/T <C 1 (high temperatures) one uses Eq.(4.B.12) to get 

mm = 2-yT 2-yT 

~hY ~hY 
r farctan(rOO - - l n ( l + T2t2 (4.62: : 
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Thiss time the possible regimes of decay can be approximated as gaussian and expo-
nential. . 

'££ i/r 

tt > i/r 

Inn this latter case, as seen from Eq. (4.B.12). K(t) behaves approximately as a delta-
function:: K{t) ~ h{il^Fri)

 w i t h strength 2yT/k determined by the parameters 7 
andd T. Note that in all the above cases the characteristic decay times become shorter 
uponn increasing the temperature T or the coupling constant 7, as expected. 

Th ee G-factor 

Finallyy we will indicate the form of the function G(t) in the ohmic case (see Eq.(4.8)) 
whichh characterizes the reaction of the spin to the bath. As seen below, this function 
andd its primitive are rather important for our purposes. Using 

ƒƒ d ^ c - " / r c o s M) = r i +
1

m 2 . (4.65) 

onee gets for the ohmic case: 

G(t)G(t) =7r f1 _ rrW)  (4-66) 
Itt is seen that G(t) becomes equal to a constant on the characteristic time 1/T, 

I tt is therefore justified to call the latter the response time of the bath. For future 
referencess note as well that the function F defined in Eq.(4.14) takes the form 

F{t)F{t)  = 7 [Yt arctan(n)]  (4.67) 

4.5.22 Other types of environment 

Thee main characteristic of the spectral density function is its behaviour at low 
frequencies.. That is characterized by the power dependence on ÜJ. Generalizing 
Eq.. (4.55) 

J M = 7 u / * e -u ; / r .. (4.68) 

Thiss equation brings 3 qualitatively different regimes: 

 Q > 1 Superohmic situation: Underdamped case 

 a = 1 Ohmic situation: Critical case 

e-M^e-'e-M^e-'22''TT?.?. T2 = J^f- (4.63) 

e-^e-  ̂ = e - ^ . T2 = ^ - (4.64) 
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 Q < 1 Subohmic situation: Overdamped case 

wheree the overdamped. critical, underdamped language comes from the damped 
harmonicc oscillator jargon. Throughout this thesis we will only consider the ohniic 
casee since it is the most relevant situation and brings the most interesting physics. 
Whenn dealing with the cooling experiment an example of subohmic spectral density 
function,, the so called 1/f noise, will be briefly presented and studied. In 1/f 
noisee one has a = 1/2. This interaction has been found lately to be the relevant 
interaction,, for instance, to the background charges in a Cooper pair box [N+02]. 

Thoughh the superohmic situation is also relevant, for instance a = 3 or 5 for 
aa defect in a three dimensional solid interacting with acoustic phonons, it wil l not 
bee considered here since it does not bring any new qualitative phenomena for the 
purposess studied here. 
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Appendixx 4.A 
Correlatedd versus factorized initial conditions 

Heree we shortly outl ine how the two-temperature state (4.25) can be prepared 
star t ingg from the overall equlibrhnn state 

p(0)p(0) = — exp .1.1HHHHSS - MHX + HY ZZ - tr r J? / > s - J « ( Wii  + W|j) (4.A.1) ) 

whichh has equal temperatures of the spin and the hath. 
Assumee that the bath was subjected to another much larger thermal bath (su-

perbath)) at temperature T different from Ts. so that the total Hamiltonian of the 
spin,, bath and superbath reads: 

-fftotall  - H + Hslip. ;4.A.2) ) 

wheree the latter operator Hsup characterizes the weak interaction of the bath with 
thee superbath and contains also self-Hamiltonian of the superbath. Thus 

[És.£sup]]  = <>. (4.A.3) ) 

Noww the statement of this appendix is that under the action of the superbath at 
temperaturee T. the common state of the spin and the bath wil l relax to the state Eq. 
(4.A.. 11 or 4.25) with different temperatures for the spin and the bath. The reason 
iss that due to Eq. (4.A..3). az is conserved during the whole evolution generated by 
thee superbath. so that frz does not relax and keeps its value given by Eq. (4.A.1). In 
contrast,, the variables of the bath including X— do not have such a protection and 
theyy relax under influence of the superbath. Let us now substant iate this statement. 

Sincee [Hs.H] = 0. the initial equilibrium state /;(()) of the spin and the bath can 
bee represented as 

when n 

PJJPJJ = : 2cosh(JSf /2J J jj  = -

(4.A.41 1 

(4.A.5) ) 

aree probabil it ies for the spin to be up (j = +1) or down (j = - 1) respectively. |j) 
iss the1 eigenstate of H$ — |<7~ with eigenvalue j = . and where 

i>jj(V)i>jj(V)  = Yv x p :i:i ss[[  | X + tfE ZjZj = t rB (-(i»{** +f{»K j = . (4.A.6) 

aree condit ional states of the bath. 
Thee total initial s tate of the spin, bath and superbath thus reads: 

Ptotai(O)) = Y  ̂ PJJP^W(O) A Pjj(Q) \j)U\- (4.A.7) ) 
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wheree />Sup(0) is the initial equilibrium state of the superbath. Note that due to 
weakk coupling between the bath and superbath, their initial states can be assumed 
too be factorized. 

Ass follows from (4.A.3, 4.A.4), the time-dependent state of the total system 
consistingg of spin, bath and superbath can be presented as 

Ptotai(t)) = Y, Pn Unit) U>0"l- (4-A-8) 

wheree Qjj{t)  —the conditional state of the bath and superbath— satisfies the von 
Neumannn equation 

ihtlihtl J3J3 = [lx + HB + Hsup. nn}. (4.A.9) 

withh the initial condition: 

^ ( 0 )) = psup(0) ® Pjj{0). (4.A.10) 

Thus,, Qjj moves according to the Hamiltonian ^ X + H& + Hsup. It is now 
clearr that in the weak coupling limit of the bath-superbath interaction the marginal 
conditionall  state trsupf£jj(i ) wil l —for sufficiently long times t— relax to Gibbs dis-
tributionn at temperature T (equal to the one of the superbath) and with Hamiltonian 
tXtX + HB- Thus the (unconditional) marginal state of the spin and the bath will 
indeedd relax to 

pp oc exp \-0sHs - P{Hi + # B )1 , (4.A.11) 

ass was claimed before. 

file:///-0sHs
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Appendixx 4.B 
Quantumm noise generated by ohmic bath 

Heree we discuss propert ies of the function: 

Kit] Kit] du;du; ~jj cot h (h*j S/2)e ^' cos^'t. 

I nn the given integrat ion domain one can use 

coth(fi^/2)) = 1 + 2 ^ J - ^ = 1 + 2 J2 e-^3n 

nn = l 

(4.B.i; ; 

'4.B.21 1 

andd can get from (4.B.1): 

K(t)K(t) =  7r : i-ri-r zzt t 2+2 2 

2~'E E 
^r-11 + hdnf -1< 

'1'1 + T2t2)2 '  ̂ ( ( r - ] + hSn)2 + f 
'' 71=1  ' 

Wi t hh help of a s tandard relation: 

'443.3) ) 

E E t ' || 1 + K — i- ) -v'[l+K-\-i-
yjyj \ y ^ t 22 + y2(n + K.)2 2ty 

wheree w{z) = T'(z)/T(z), one obtains 

^^ U + n)2 -t2 1, ,, x 

(4.B.4) ) 

z ^^ ( (K + ? I )2 + t2)'2 21 f4.B. . 

Combiningg (4.B.5) with (4.B.3) and K = l/(hl3T) one ends up with the following 
formula a 

Kit)Kit)  = -/T 
11 - Y2t2 ~{T< 

+ + 
ii  + r2* 2)2 n2 ti>'ti>'  i + 

l l * * 

m?? £# 
' M ii  !  t 

fir/? fit/ fir/? fit/ 

(4.B.6) ) 

Lett us now consider separately the cases of low and high temperatures. For hT3 ^> 1 
onee uses the known relation 

>> h6)h6)TT\\1+1+ %hQ) hl3 smh[7rt/{hp)] 

TTt TTt 1 1 

andd obtains from (4.B.6): 

Kit)Kit)  = ̂ r 22 1 - T2t2 7 *yT2TT2 

11 + r 2 f2)2 f2 h2 sin^t/ih-P)]' 

(4.B.7) ) 

(4.B.8) ) 
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Forr .small t (t <C l /T ) K(t) is positive as it should be: 

K(t)K(t) =  7 r ' + -
~:T~:TZZ7T 7T 2^2 2 

3ft2 2 (4.B.9) ) 

Inn contrast, for t ~ lift  ^$> 1/T it becomes negative, namely the noise is anticorrelated: 

11 7X
27T2 1 

K(t) K(t) 
P f44 h2 sinh2[7rt/(^3)] 

;4.B.10) ) 

Att the end it is again correlated in the limi t of very large times t S> h3 where the 
firstfirst term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.B.10) does dominate (this domain is small for low 
temperatures). . 

Inn the high-temperature limi t h3T <§: 1 one can use in Eq. (4.B.G) the Stirling 
formula: : 

V/(Z) V/(Z) 
11 1 

zz > 1 (4.B.11; ; 

andd then the quasiclassical limi t for the quantum noise reads (after some more 
simplifications): : 

2+2 2 
K(t)K(t) = 7 ^ 

1-TH 1-TH 
(ii  + r2f 2)2 + + 

2 7 7T T 1 1 

ii  + f2r 2 F2 2 
(4.B.12) ) 

Inn the purely classical limi t the first term in the r.h.s. can be neglected and we 
returnn (for tT ^> 1) to the classical white noise with the strength 2TV^T (recall that 
whatt enters in the expressions is hK(t)). 

Finallyy in the context of Eq. (4.B.6) we notice; the following useful relations: 

m m 
11 tr2 

dt'K(t')dt'K(t') =  1 ii  + r2f2 + + 
i'yT i'yT &{1&{1  + ik-'ih 

- r { 11 + W-i+iWi 

(4.B.13) ) 

£(t)£(t) = f dt' f dt"K(t") 
JoJo Jo 

—77 hi 
rr 1 + nrj nrj h3 h3 < x ) r ( ii  + - L 3 + / 

nr;i nr;i h3h3 ) 

r 2 ( ii  + ^ ) v T T 7 ^ 

(4.B.14) ) 

whiclii  are used in the main text. 




